A sign on his door gave its exact longitude and latitude, reflecting the dry humour of an individual whose scientific competence never overshadowed his human qualities. To her credit, Foerstner portrays a complete human being, not a scientific automaton, with richly detailed references to his wife Abigail, his children, other relatives, adoring students, and other rocket scientists. One photograph shows Van Allen whimsically holding up a T-shirt proclaiming: "ACTUALLY, I AM A ROCKET SCIENTIST. " Like Pickering and von Braun, Van Allen was passionately preoccupied with unlocking secrets in the then-new realm of space. Von Braun's V-2s, which terrified the residents of wartime London and Antwerp, were a gift to Van Allen, enabling his radiation detectors to pierce "the cosmic ray ceiling of the atmosphere", as he put it.
The drive to get his instruments into space with little or no budget forced Van Allen to be inventive. He initially flew his instruments on weather balloons, then created the smaller, cheaper Aerobee research rocket to replace the V-2, and eventually launched small rockets from navy balloons to reach even higher; he christened these 'rockoons' .
Van Allen's achievements as a space pioneer far surpass the discovery of the radiation belt named after him. Nevertheless, the Explorer 1 mission that helped lay the foundation for space science proved to be a hard act to follow and obscured many of his later accomplishments that reached well beyond Earth.
After being carried on a series of Earthorbiting science satellites called Injun, his clever instruments next flew to Venus on Mariner 2, and then across the Solar System aboard Pioneer 10. His guiding presence accompanied Voyager 2 when it flew its 12-year grand tour of the four outer giant planets that ended at Neptune in 1989.
As Foerstner concludes: "His instruments on board more than 200 rockets, satellites and space probes transmitted data over six decades. 
